
AS Biology 

 

You will be taught 2 topics concurrently in A Level Biology. The first of these will be biological molecules 

and cells. A task has been provided for a section of each. 

The topics you will be taught in AS will be: 

Biological molecules Cells 

Cell recognition and immunity Transport across membranes 

Chromosomes and proteins Exchange 

Diversity and evolution Mass transport 

  

 

Task  

Topic 1 – Biological molecules 

Activity 1:  

Watch the following video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2OCz_i-jd9g 

Make the structure of 2 amino acids. You could use pipe cleaners to represent bonds, and different 

coloured balls/polystyrene balls to show the different atoms/groups. 

You should then show how a peptide bond is formed from condensation. 

Activity 2: 

Using the same video, you should make models of the secondary, tertiary, and quaternary structure of 

proteins. Each should show the types of bonds/links between them. 

Activity 3: 

Write a paragraph to describe and explain the structure of either: haemoglobin or an antibody, and how 

the structure relates to its function. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Task  

Topic 1 – Cells 

Activity 1:  

Draw and label an animal and plant cell in as much detail as you can using your GCSE knowledge. 

Activity 2:  

Watch the following video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vEzXQGJSXhU 

Record any extra organelles that weren’t included in the GCSE specification.  

Activity 3: 

Draw and label an animal and plant cell to A level detail using the video information.  

Activity 4: 

Add detail of the functions of the organelles to your diagrams. 

 

Extra work 

If you wish to do any further research, a breakdown of the lessons in your first two topics is below: 

Biological Molecules Part 1 Cells 

Carbohydrates (starch, glycogen, cellulose) Eukaryotic cell structure 

Lipids Microscopy and calculations 

Proteins Prokaryotic cells 

Food Tests Fractionation 

Chromatography of Amino Acids Light and electron microscopy 
 

Useful resources: 

• Miss Estruch on youtube 

https://www.youtube.com/c/MissEstruch (search her channel for any of the above content) 

• Great news – free science lessons guy also does A level Biology! 

Cell structure playlist: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jMBqK7fj4gk&list=PL9IouNCPbCxWLh_RmZHQq7nPZ3rTyvdKV  

Biological molecules playlist: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gvU7aSTF9Kg&list=PL9IouNCPbCxVF0IVlwiILW-TmAMYX5OO7 

• Save my exams 

https://www.savemyexams.co.uk/as/biology/aqa/16/revision-notes/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vEzXQGJSXhU
https://www.youtube.com/c/MissEstruch
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jMBqK7fj4gk&list=PL9IouNCPbCxWLh_RmZHQq7nPZ3rTyvdKV
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gvU7aSTF9Kg&list=PL9IouNCPbCxVF0IVlwiILW-TmAMYX5OO7


You can email Mrs Fenwick if you have any questions regarding the course or these induction tasks:  

Samantha.Fenwick@ashfield.notts.sch.uk 

For the best chance of a quick reply, please do this before the summer break, emails during the summer 

break will get replies but these may take longer. 
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